
Attn: Management Avid/Pinnacle, M. Travis White and M. Vregille

As you should know, if you have in mind your customers, there is a lot of turmoil following your decision to stop the
support of Studio V9. This being true everywhere in the world.

Here are a few reasons for this unhappiness:

- Studio 9 Version 9.4.3 has bugs that did not exist in the previous 9.3.5 version. These discrepancies are known by
Pinnacle. M. Travis White, Pinnacle Product Manager mentioned: "We are aware that there are some outstanding
issues in version 9…."

- An incompatibility between two Pinnacle products (Studio and MovieBox DeLuxe) although advertised as being
compatible (see packaging). FYI, this evident deceit could be of interest for some customer associations.

Mike Iampiero on Sept 12, 2005 said:" Pinnacle is currently working on a Studio 9.5 update. This update is
primarily intended to address problems with sluggish edit behaviour. The current schedule is for beta availability
before the end of September, and a release in October ". This promise re-stated by B. de Vregille on Oct 20, 2005
and Carène-Pinnacle on Oct 27, 2005 has never been implemented.

It is obvious that the lack of support, i.e. making the product viable, is a tremendous absence of consideration for the
clientele which trusted Pinnacle. A host of Studio users have voiced their complaints into various forums with no
results. Some of them went already to the competition.

Nobody is expecting an evolution of Studio 9. It is understood that any software is always perfectible. We,
nevertheless, expect to have at least the promised fulfilled and the known bugs ironed out. No more, no less!

We would like to inform Avid-Pinnacle that we shall be voicing our discontent on the largest scale possible every
time we will have a chance to do it. This is, after a lot of requests, our only way to make you aware of our
exasperation and make you change your mind in the best interest of all.

Deep down, the problem is not only with V9. Your attitude about V9 will probably be repeated with V10, as this was
a common pattern with previous releases. V11 will come out –bugged, as all other new issues of Studio versions-,
leaving the V10 owners in the same situation as the current owners of V9!

We envision -in line with your current attitude- that a better and wonderful version of Studio, working only with the
OS Vista, will be announced leaving in the dark the owners of the previous versions. Of course, Vista will be bugged
–the contrary is unthinkable- and by consequence the new Studio version will not work properly ever...like the other
versions. Therefore we warn the future customer: Caveat emptor!
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